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1. OBJECT OF RESEARCH
The object for our research is the logs with information about Eindhoven University of Technology
business trips. Logs contain data for 2017 (only two departments of the University) and for 2018 (for all
departments). Trips can be divided into two types: domestic and international.
Domestic trips are presented in the Domestic Declarations log (10 500 cases, 56 437 events). Records
of foreign travels are presented in the International Declarations log (6 449 cases, 72 151 events). For an
international business trips the employee must obtain a travel permit. Information about this part of the
process is presented in the Travel Permits log (7 065 cases, 86 581 events). Upon returning from a
business trip the employee must submit a request for compensation. Information about such requests
consideration and making a decision on them is presented in the Requests for Payment file (6 886 cases,
36 796 events). Part of the trips expenses are paid even before the trip begins (for example, ticket prices
or organizational fees). Information about such expenses is presented in the Prepaid Travel Cost file
(2 099 cases, 18 246 events).

2. PROCESS FLOW
After reviewing logs, we developed step-by-step process algorithm illustrating the standard flow of
the application.
 For domestic trips:
o An employee creates a travel request
o The application is sent for Administration approval
o If application is approved, it is sent to Budget-owner
o If Budget-owner approves the application, it is sent to Supervisor (this and previous steps can be
joined in one if Budget-owner and Supervisor is the same person)
o The application is sent to Director for approval (optional)
o If the application was rejected on any of previous steps, it returns to Employee. He can either
resubmit the application or reject his request. Otherwise, if the application has successfully
passed all stages of approval, the payment is requested and handled.
 For international trip:
o An employee gets permission for his trip
o An employee creates a travel request
o The application is sent for Administration approval
o If application is approved, it is sent to Budget-owner
o If Budget-owner approves the application, it is sent to Supervisor (this and previous steps can be
joined in one if Budget-owner and Supervisor is the same person)
o The application is sent to Director for approval (optional)
o If the application was rejected on any of previous steps, it returns to Employee. He can either
resubmit the application or reject his request. If the application has successfully passed all
stages of approval, an employee requests reimbursement of prepaid travel expenses (this is
optional step, there may be multiple independent requests from one employee) and starts his
trip. In the logs these trips are illustrated with dates of the beginning and end of the trip.
o When the trip is over, employee fills the declaration (there can be one or several declarations
from an employee)

3. TOOLS FOR RESEARCH AND SUMMARY RESULTS
We used ProM 6.9 Toolkit for reviewing logs. With the help of this tool it was possible to investigate
the duration of individual stages of the processes of domestic and international trips, as well as all
processes in general. We also noticed the presence of bottlenecks in the processes.

DOMESTIC TRIPS
We’ve filtered the data and found out the most common sequence of nodes, which will be
considered as process standard flow. According this flow start node should be «Declaration SUBMITED
by EMPLOYEE» and final node in successful cases should be «Payment Handled». Though we found
some deviations:
 By filtering out traces containing node «Payment Handled» we got cases that was not paid. It
turned out that approximately every 20th case ends up with fail (4%: 457/10 500). Using SQL-like
queries on traces with failures we saw stages where applications were rejected:
o

Approximately every third case of not paid applications contains one and only record –
“declaration SAVED by Employee” (29%: 134/457)

o

Among other not paid applications rejects mostly occurred at steps “Rejected by
Administration” (39%: 179/457) and “Rejected by Supervisor” (13%: 58/457). More steps
where reject occurred are presented below:

Nodes with rejects
Rejected by Administration (once)
Rejected by Supervisor (once)
Rejected by Missing (once)
Rejected by Administration (twice)
Rejected by Administration +
Rejected by Supervisor
Rejected by Pre-Approver (once)
Rejected by Budget-Owner (once)
Rejected by Supervisor (twice)
Rejected by Administration +
Rejected by Budget-owner

Number of rejects

Percent of all rejections

179
58
29
14
10

39%
13%
6%
3%
2%

8
8
7
5

2%
2%
2%
1%

 If case contains node «Payment Handled» and one of the rejection stages, we can believe that case
was payed after revision. In this way approximately every 10th case is not completed the first time
(sent for revision) - (9%: 979/10 500)
o

About half of such applications were rejected by Administration (55%: 536/979)

o

Every 5th application was rejected by Supervisor (18%: 178/979)

Detailed analytics are presented below:

Nodes with rejects
Rejected by Administration (once)
Rejected by Supervisor (once)
Rejected by Administration (twice)
Rejected by Pre-Approver (once)
Rejected by Administration +
Rejected by Missing (once)
Rejected by Budget-Owner (once)
Rejected by Administration +
Rejected by Supervisor
Rejected by Pre-Approver (twice)
Rejected by Administration +
Rejected by Budget-owner
Rejected by Administration (thrice)
Rejected by Supervisor (twice)

Number of rejects

Percent of all rejections

536
178
68
64
49

55%
18%
7%
7%
5%

34
14

3%
1%

5
5

1%
1%

5
5

1%
1%

 Every 100th declaration was filed without initialization by an employee (1%: 137/10 500). Such
applications don’t status «Declaration SUBMITED by EMPLOYEE».
 Every 20th application was not confirmed by Supervisor (4%: 430/10 500)
 Throughput analysis shows that there are no separate stages whose average duration would be
higher than the average duration of the processes. Using Inductive Visual Miner plugin, we
constructed animated model of process showing paths and queue lengths. From this animation we
can see that the largest queues in the process are located at stages «Payment Handled», «Request
Payment» and «Declaration FINAL_APPROVED by SUPERVISOR». These nodes are the bottlenecks
of the process. Here is the graph illustrating bottlenecks:

We also built Directly Follows Graph of the process. This graph, among other things, illustrates cases
that were payed after revision and cases that was not payed:

INTERNATIONAL TRIPS
We have filtered the data and found out the most common sequence of nodes, which will be
considered as standard path. Start nodes are «START Declaration SUBMITED by EMPLOYEE» or «Permit
SUBMITED by EMPLOYEE». In cases where applications were successful final node is “Payment
Handled”. The sequence described below can be considered canonical:

The deviations from this described below:
 Overall we discovered 6 449 cases, 6 187 of them got paid (96%). Paths that are not similar to
standard path can be considered as violations in the process. It turned out that 1 219 applications,
which is approximately every 5th application, were completed with violations (19%: 1 219/6 449).
Almost all of them got paid (96%: 1 168/1 219). Let’s look at mostly spread types of violations:
o Violations with permission:


In 38% of cases with violations no permission was obtained (448/1 219), though 35%
received compensation (426/1 219). Among paid applications overall every 14th application
was issued without reconciliation (7%: 426/6 187).



In 40% of cases with violations the permit for the trip was obtained after the trip itself
(40%: 485/1 219), 39% received compensation (476/1 219). Among paid applications
overall every 13th application obtained the permit only after the trip itself (8%: 476/6 187).



In 18% of cases with violations the permit was obtained right during the trip (222/1 219),
though 17% received compensation (202/1 219). Among paid applications 3% of
applications obtained the permit right during the trip (202/6 187).

Type of violation
No permission was obtained
The permit was obtained after the actual trip
The permit was obtained during the actual trip

Got paid
426
476
202

Number of cases
446
485
222

o Violations in the procedure of compensation:


In 7% of paid cases payment for international trips was handled before travel (415/6 187)



In 2% of paid cases payment was handled during the trip (115/6 187)

 Every 4th paid application was sent for revision (25%: 1 565/6 187). This percentage is almost
double than for domestic trips. Distribution of rejections is presented below:

Nodes with rejects

Rejected by Administration (once)
Rejected by Supervisor (once)
Rejected by Missing (once)

Number
Percent of all
of cases
rejections
Permit
49
52
32

Comparing to
Domestic declarations

3%
3%
2%

Compensation
Rejected by Administration (once)
Rejected by Administration (twice)
Rejected by Supervisor (once)

868
159
75

55%
10%
5%

5%
3%
-13%

Rejected by Missing (once)
Rejected by Pre-Approver (once)

64
53

4%
3%

-1%
-3%

Other not numerous cases (less than 1% of rejections)
Other

213

Total 1 565

14%

100%

Now we let’s also look at the log containing travel permits with 7 065 applications in it:
 Every 10th case started not with a permit but with a trip (10%: 734/7 065).
 Declaration was not submitted for all trips (9%: 616/7 065).
 Every 7th case freezes at the Send Reminder stage (16%: 1 156/7 065). Unpaid orders without
events in the Rejected status are concentrated in the period January 2017 - September 2019. There
is no final decision on them within 11 months.

Using Inductive Visual Miner plugin, we constructed animated model of process showing paths and
queue lengths. From this animation we can see that the largest queues in the process are located at
steps «Payment Handled» and «Declaration FINAL_APPROVED by SUPERVISOR». These nodes are the
bottlenecks of the process. Here we do not consider the Start Trip stage as bottleneck because during
the entire trip the employee, according to the logs, is in this stage. Here is the graph illustrating
bottlenecks:

We also built Directly Follows Graph for Permit log, where we can see cases where permitting
process is missed:

And here is graph for cases that have no rejections but wasn’t payed:

